
We met in 2008 and married in 2011. 
2019 was a wonderful and tough year all at once.  
 
Our beautiful daughter Grace was born on the 04th January. She was not to know that 
we continued to battle on through her daddys depression which had steadily grown 
over the last few years. 
 
I watched in wonder as our beautiful daughter grew and developed her very own 
cheeky personality while my husband battled with demons I couldn't see or understand. 
He didn’t seem to bond with her and at times even felt she was a burden. He was 
never ever violent but would be in a horrible mood and angry most of the time.  
 
Trips back and forth to doctors, mental health advisors that didn’t seem to help and 
Allan wouldn't engage with and I couldn't take anymore, I couldn’t have our daughter 
learning to walk on egg shells like I was and having to learn to judge and act accordingly 
to Daddy’s mood. He wasn’t the man I knew anymore and she deserved better.  
 
On New Years Eve I asked Allan to leave our family home and the idea of being a single 
mum didn’t scare me as I was already doing most things already and things couldn’t be 
any worse than they were.  
 
In the weeks that followed, our little Gracie transformed into a happy, confident and 
smiley little girl and I still suffer from the guilt of all the negativity she must have been 
feeling and how I should have ended things sooner. 
 
Allan however, used our separation, the loss of his home and being apart from his 
daughter as the motivation to get help he needed and to strive to be a better person for 
his daughter. Since then he has made incredible progress and is so much happier in 
himself. Even when Coronavirus started to affect our economy and he was made 
redundant from his role as an engineer, he remained positive and determined in his goal 
to be a good dad.  
  
When lockdown was announced, Allan was terrified he would lose the bond he had been 
carefully building over the last couple of months with Grace. Having Grace to stay at his 
mother's part time wasn’t an option and so he would have to go without seeing her.  
As a keyworker within the NHS, I was still at work 4 days a week and new restrictions 
meant my elderly mum and dad could no longer look after our daughter while I worked 
and so after discussing things, Allan moved back in temporarily and very quickly 
became a stay at home dad.  
 
The transformation has been incredible and I can’t help but smile to see the two of them 
interact and play. I no longer worry about leaving the two of them together and Allan 
not being able to cope.  
We have been slowly growing closer and  enjoying each others company as well 
enjoying being a family. This may or may not be the start of rescuing our marriage but I 
feel for both of us, we have been reminded of why we have been together for so long 
and why we got married in the first place.  
It's a long road but one that wouldn't have been embarked on without the 
implementation of lockdown measures.  



 
Lockdown has resulted in the strong and incredible relationship my daughter has with 
her dad.  
 
This pandemic has caused so much sorrow and irreparable damage to so many people. 
Im thankful that we at least have one positive thing to take away from this episode.  
 
We have watched Escape to the Chateau since it began and we would love the 
opportunity to visit and stay at your magnificent home.  
Fingers crossed that our story shows at least one positive side of this life changing 
event. 
Karen, Allan and Grace Wood x 
 
September 2020 update  
 
Since first putting into words our break up, Allan’s struggles and the incredible progress 
he made with Grace. 
 
We are really happy to update our story with the news that Allan moved in permanently 
and our relationship is happier and stronger than ever. Allan continues to be an 
amazing dad and husband, I am so proud of how far he has come. 
 
To put the final touch to our next chapter, we recently found out we are expecting baby 
number 2! We are so excited to be welcoming a new baby into the now happy 
environment we call our family. 
 
Thanks so much for reading our story, although lockdown was tough and had meant 
such hardships for so many people, we are grateful as we wouldn't be where we are 
now. 

 



 


